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Protest: Coonamble farmer Ted Borowski locks himself onto the axle of a heavy articulated vehicle, bringing a Santos convoy to a standstill in the Pilliga State Forest. Photo: Dean
Sewell

Join the debate: SMH Comment
Santos has had a reputation as a conservative and respectable corporate player for most of its 60 years, providing natural gas for the Australian
domestic market from reserves in central Australia.
But now the Adelaidebased company finds itself a corporate pariah. Normally conservative farmers are locking themselves in protest onto Santos'
drilling machinery, town hall meetings opposing Santos' projects are now being held across regional Australia, and a shareholder revolt is brewing.
The company is being labelled an environmental vandal following news that its exploration operations have poisoned groundwater under the Pilliga
Forest, a recharge area for the Great Artesian Basin.

Santas activities are alienating the farming sector. Photo: Dean Sewell

The cause of Santos' woes are three little words: coal seam gas.
Over the past decade Santos has decided to take the high risk option of trying to transform itself from a noncontroversial domestic gas supplier into a
global energy player focusing upon the high risk “unconventional gas” reserves unlocked through the highly controversial extraction process called
“fracking”.

As part of this strategy, the leadership of Santos has banked the future of the company on the construction of a massive gas processing and export
facility on Curtis Island near Gladstone in central Queensland.
The industrialisation of Gladstone Harbour has been shrouded in controversy with recent fish kills blamed by many on the dredging required for the
construction of the gas processing plants on the island.
Fish kills aside, Santos' biggest problem is that it is building a multibilliondollar gas processing plant without reliable, longterm sources of gas in place
to supply both its domestic customers and its prospective international customers.
The insatiable need for gas to feed the Curtis Island monster is the real reason for the confected “domestic gas crisis” that Santos has been spinning.
At the centre of the storm is the Pilliga Forest in northwest NSW. The cold war that has been brewing in the Pilliga has just turned hot with the first
governmentendorsed proof that coal seam gas extraction can poison groundwater.
Australia's massive groundwater deposits, the most famous being the Great Artesian Basin, are the lifeblood of rural Australia.
Groundwater provides the reliable allyear supply of water in the land of droughts and flooding rains.
And it is the threats to groundwater posed by coal seam gas extraction that has driven community opposition across the country.
For this reason it is not surprising that the coal seam gas industry has been at pains to claim it is no threat to our groundwater resources.
Unfortunately for Santos this myth was blown out of the water last week with the revelations for the first time that an aquifer has been contaminated at
the Pilliga Forest.
The only reason we know about this and other coal seam gas damage is because of the dedicated work of community members, farmers and
conservationists.
This latest uranium contamination only came to light because the Wilderness Society discovered a mention of a “suspected leak” while trawling
through the government's review of an assessment for more Santos coal seam gas wells, and then found mention of uranium in heavily censored
documents accessed under freedom of information laws.
A NSW Environment Protection Authority press release revealed a “spill” which included “salts and other elements” but failed to mention that those
other elements included such cancercausing nasties as uranium, arsenic, lead, barium, boron, aluminium and nickel all in unsafe concentrations.
Having written the uninformative media release, the EPA appears to have missed the next usual step, which is to actually send it to the media.
It was only under questioning from the Herald did the EPA confirm the concentration of uranium 20 times safe levels, and handed over the
measurements of other toxic nasties.
It was finally publicly reported that Santos was very quietly fined a paltry $1500 for poisoning the aquifer in the Pilliga Forest with uranium 20 times
safe levels and other toxic heavy metals, and spent last week trying to play down the damning evidence in ever more farcical ways.
Santos vice president James Baulderstone accused the Herald, which broke the story, of “misleading” reporting in an Australian Financial Review
web article.
After trying to shoot the messenger, Santos took aim at the message.
Santos hydrogeologist Glenn Toogood tried to convince media the aquifer was not an aquifer, preferring to call it a “shallow perch layer”.
When it was pointed out that the EPA used the term aquifer, Toogood responded with: “We've had long consultations with the EPA over this. It's a
terminology that the EPA has decided to use.” Further questioning from the Herald regarding the aquifer contamination ensued, until the EPA handed
over its final report on the spill, which is even more disturbing.
The EPA report is littered with terms such as “inadequate data” and “comprehensive limitations”, and is based on a report commissioned and paid for
by Santos, the company being prosecuted.
It's like asking a criminal to run the prosecution's case.
Santos is on a hiding to nothing, with the concerns around groundwater contamination likely to build as the company tries to move from exploration to
full development of the Pilliga resource, which would involve the construction of 850 coal seam gas wells.
It is time for Santos to cut its losses and look for a plan B that does not rely on coal seam gas. Otherwise, the company may join the failed timber giant
Gunns as one whose driving ambitions led to its demise on the backs of delays, bad press and environmental risk.
Lyndon Schneiders is national director of the Wilderness Society.
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